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THE CORRELATION OF CERTAIN BACKGROUND FACTORS
WITH THE ABILITY OF HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS TO PROFIT

FROM AN INDUSTRIAL ARTS PROGRAM IN ELECTRONICS

CHAPTER 1

STATEMENT AND SIGNIFICANCE OF THE PROBLEM

Introduction

Pomona, California, is a small suburb of Los Angeles

It was at one time, primarily a farming community.

During World War II, large aircraft plants moved into

the area and the economy became dependent on an

industrial payroll. One by one, the aircraft plants

were closed down as the national defense program

changed from manned aircraft to missiles. New

industries, based on the production of electronic

equipment for missiles and guidance systems, began to

replace the old aircraft plants. These new plants

need people who have a good background in basic

electronics. A committee of businessmen decided to

work for the initiation of a program in electronic

engineering at the California Polytecnic Institute and

an electronic technician training program at the local

junior colleges.

Subsequently, pressure was felt by the secondary

school system to adjust its program accordingly. As

a result, the high school installed courses in



electricity and electronics in its curriculum and

enlarged the electronics instruction in the physics

program. A program en basic electricity was even

begun in the junior high school curriculum for superior

students.

Needless to say, this emphasis on electronics

curriculum has caused some difficulties within the

local educational system,, The administration, having

felt the direct pressure from industry, realized the

importance of the program as related to the economy

and the local industry.

During the first year, it became apparent that a

method was needed of selecting students most likely

to benefit from a program of applied electricity and

electronics on the secondary level. A new laboratory

and classroom had been provided with well designed

work space, excellent equipment for audio visual

methods, and new test equipments A limit had been

placed on enrollment to confrom with the 24 work

stations provided. It was felt that more than 24

students per class would place an excessive load on the

instructor. However, as the school enrollment totaled

1496 students, there were not as many students desiring

the course as could be expected. Many students who

were enrolled in the course had inadequate preparation
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or little interest in the subject. A.lso, it was

reported that other high schools with electronics in

their curriculums were finding that their superior

students did not necessarily do well in the electronic

related programs of higher education. Thus, with the

need for an even larger and more technical program,

there was still no accepted method for encouraging

students to enroll in electronics.

The Problem

The problem was to determine a basis for developing

an instrument which will measure a students probable

success in the electronics program. One of the

difficulties involved was that the administration was

uncertain as to a basic philosophy concerning the program.

Also, the counselors had no knowledge or understanding

of such a program, nor a basis for counseling students,

in relation to this segment of the curriculum.

When this problem became apparent, the administration,

counseling department, and the instructor met to discuss

possible solutions but were unable to arrive at any

definite decisions.

The Director of the Electronics Department of the

"Don Bosco Technical High School" was contacted for

information concerning their method of selecting students

for the electronics courses which were offered at that

school. Available information indicated that the basis
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of selection was grade point average (or the average of

the total of a students grades). The superior student

and the average student were not admitted to the

program. The theory used was that the superior student

would eventually enter the engineering field and the

mediocre student could not handle the course content.

Thus, it became obvious that the program of student

selection was common to both schools.

Significance of the Problem

As the electronic industry expands throughout the

nation, similar pressures will be placed on other

educational systems, and the need for a method of

selecting the students most likely to benefit from

an electronics program will grow accordingly.

This expansion is certain to increase rapidly

as the entire economy and culture of the nation are

already deeply dependent upon electricity and

electronics. Defense of the nation, of course, is

heavily reliant on electronics of the highest complexity.

And with conquest of space already underway, the

electronic industry may be expected to continue its

rapid expansion.

Purpose of the Study

With this in mind, the need to identify the student

most likely to profit from an electronics course at the
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high school level becomes a very important problem.

The basic purpose of this study is to determine the

relationship between background factors and grades in

the course. It is hoped that these may be useful as a

basis for counseling students and selecting those who

would benefit from such a course but who have not

considered enrolling.

It is anticipated that this study will meet this

purpose by seeking answers to these specific questions:

1. Are there background factors which have influenced
the success or failure of students enrolled in the

electronics course at Ganesha High School, Pomona,
California?

2. Are there relationships between the final grades
in the electronics course and the all-school grade
point averages of the students?

Limitations of the Study

For purposes of this study, only those students

completing the electronics classes at Ganesha High

School, in Pomona, California, during the years of 1959,

I960, and 1961, who answered the questionnaires, were

included in the study. A sample of a special group,

such as the school radio club, or some other special

interest group, was excluded. It was felt these might

give misleading results as they would not be a true

sample .

It was assumed that there are measurable factors

in the background of the individual which predispose
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him toward or away from an interest or aptitude in

electronics.

It was assumed that the grading of experiments,

projects, notebooks, tests, and student conduct has

been consistent from student to student and year to

year. See criteria for grading on pages 8 and 9.

Furthermore, it was assumed that the items on the

questionnaire were limited to factors which were likely

to be in the background of almost any high school boy.

Also, success in any course of instruction may be

influenced by such intangible factors as drop-outs,

absences, extra-curricular activities, late entrance,

outside employment, etc., as well as safety violations,

which may result in expulsion from the program, and

carelessly damaged equipment which may cause a grade

to be lowered.

A further limitation is that the background factor

questionnaire was entirely language media, while the

course grades were based on performance as well as

language media.

The questionnaires were administered with no

previous discussion other than the definition of the

terms "much, some and little," and the assurance that

the answers would not affect the grades. Therefore, it

was assumed that the questionnaires were answered
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truthfully and to the best of the knowledge of the

students, without the presence of outside pressures,

such as a desire to please or impress the instructor.

Treatment of the Findings

The questionnaires that had been administered over

a three year period were sorted into categories according

to the final grade of the students. Then the total of

the questionnaires in each category was determined

and tables of the responses were constructed. From

these, a master tabulation was made.

The results of the master tabulation were taken

to the head of the mathematics department at Harvey Mudd

College of Engineering, Dr. Janet Myhre, to determine

the best possible method of analyzing this final

tabulation for the most accurate results. It was at

this point that the decision was made to consider the

index of association in evaluating the results.

A graduate student was called into the conference

and he suggested that other methods also be tried.

Subsequently, he set up the final figures using the

coefficient of correlation and programmed them for the

computor. In his estimation, the results he obtained

from this method were excellent and it was evident that

the original plan of using the index of association was

by far the most difficult to interpret.
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Definitions

Correlation is the relationship between two or more

paired variables, that is, two or more sets of data.

The degree of relationship may be measured and

represented by the coefficient of correlation. A

perfect negative coefficient of correlation is -1.00.

A pure chance relationship is zero (0).

For purposes of this study, the term "to profit"

means that the student has the ability to acquire the

desired concepts and habits relating to working with

tools, materials, and equipment of electronics.

The term "electronics program" pertains to the

specific course of study in use in the school involved.

Basically, this is a technical course consisting of

projects, safety, mathematics, technology, and

laboratory work. This course carries science credit

toward college entrance requirements. See Appendix

for course outline.

The terms "much, some and little" are defined as

in Websters dictionary:

1. much - to great extent
2. some - at times, now and then
3. little - small in size or extent

The definition of "grades" as pertaining to this

specific program of instruction, and as used in this

study, was based on the students work in six areas and

weighted as follows:
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laboratory experiments - 25 per cent

projects - 25 per cent

written reports and lab tests - 25 per cent

technology - approximately S per cent

mathematics - approximately £ per cent

safety - approximately 9 per cent

The letter grade "A" was considered to indicate that

the student had mastered the entire course. The letter

grade "B" was considered as indicating that most of

the course had been mastered. The letter grade "C"

indicated some of the course content was mastered; the

grade "D", little of the course content was mastered;

and "F", none of the course content was mastered.
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CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

In reviewing related literature, a study relating

background information and performance in an electronics

program was unavailable.

Green and Albert (6, p. 456) stress the important

uses of tests in the industrial arts field in the

prediction of probable future success in specific

types of vocational work, and in evaluating outcomes

of instruction. They mention that only a few useful

tests have been developed and suggest that much work in

refining these measuring techniques is needed.

Green and Albert (6, p. 416-421) also mention the

Kilzer-Kirby Inventory Test for the Mathematics Needed

in High School Physics as being very useful for

measurement of mathematic skills basic to problem

solving in physics. Furthermore, they suggest that

aptitude tests in the science field are available in

the Iowa Placement Examinations for Chemistry and

Physics.

Darley and Hagenah (4, 279 p.) made a study using

the Strong Vocational Interest Blank and reported a

high degree of accuracy in using this test to show

where interest is in vocational subjects.
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Vaughn (10, p. 572-532) in his evaluation of Yale

Scholastic Aptitude tests, used at five different

engineering schools, found the following correlations

for each of the six tests in the battery.

Verbal Comprehension .041 to .203
Artificial Language .012 to .439
Quantitative Reasoning .161 to .399
Spatial-Visual .132 to .567
Mathematics Aptitude .151 to .571
Mechanical Ingenuity .175 to .343

The studies by Vaughn and others are similar to

this study in that there is an attempt to find

correlations between interest and grades, mechanical

aptitude and grades, and other items already mentioned,

and grades. This study differs from previous studies

as it endeavors to correlate background factors and

success in this specific course in electronics with

no attempt to involve other factors.

In "The Nature of Statistics," Wallis and Roberts

(12, 213 p.) define the "Law of Large Numbers" as

"While samples vary, averages and proportions vary

less in large samples than in small samples from the

same population." With this in mind, they describe

reliability and validity in the following manner:

"By the Law of Large Numbers, the average
of a large number of independent measurements
will be more precise and therefore have more
reliability than a single measurement. On the
other hand, the average will have no more relevance
than the individual measurements."
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CHAPTER III

DESIGN OF THE STUDY

Introduction

The need for a method of selecting students for a

program in electronics was indicated by the instructor

in the junior college near Ganesha High School. The

technical electronics instructor there stated that it

appeared that the electronics program was not receiving

enough students from the Ganesha High School preparatory

program. Furthermore, many of these who enrolled from

the high school program were either inadequately

prepared or poorly counseled, as they were unable to

handle the junior college courses, especially where

mathematics was involved. Comparison of the junior

college records and those of the Ganesha High School

classes substantiated this.

The industrial arts high school electronics

instructor met with the department heads of the

technical program at the junior college and decided

that a study should be made to search for some

measurable facts on which to base on a questionnaire for

counseling use.

Background for development of questionnaire

information of the areas involved was obtained from
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several sources. These were: the industrial arts

department, andanaMnistration at nearby Mount San Antonio

Junior College, and the administration, counseling

department, and industrial arts department at Ganesha

High School. Furthermore, conferences with persons

from local electronics industries, including the

Director of the Employee Training Program at Convair,

were influential in the formation of the final personal

inventory questionnaire. Those involved in the

manufacture of electronic equipment were also consulted.

Last, but not least, conferences with students, as well

as parents, provided a basic background for development

of the questionnaire.

Methods and Procedures

With all of these sources in mind, the high school

instructor and his department head then constructed a

pilot study questionnaire, which was administered to a

group of 43 students enrolled in electronics. This

pilot study consisted of the same 21 background state

ments, as in the final study, and were originally to

be answered simply "yes" or "no." Upon administration

of the questionnaire, the students immediately

complained that the statements could not be easily

answered on this basis.
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After some thought, it was decided to change the

allowable responses to a choice of "much, some, or

little," although this would make tabulation more

difficult.

The responses from the pilot study were

consequently considered invalid and were discarded, and

the basic pilot study questionnaire was revised into

the final form. Furthermore, from these responses it

was decided that the answers to all statements except

two would be tabulated on the basis of groupings of

"much, some, or little", and this was the final form

of the new questionnaire.

The questionnaire was administered for three

years to the electronics classes of 1959, I960, and

1961, before the actual classes had begun. New students

were given the questionnaires with no previous

discussion other than the basic explanation of the

definitions of "much, some, and little" and of

the objectives involved in such a questionnaire. In

other words, this was explained as a study to help in

the counseling of future students and would in no way

influence the grades of those participating in the

study.

Not only was an attempt made to administer the

questionnaire in an objective manner, but it was
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constructed in such a way that it could be easily and

quietly answered. Ordinary experiences of students

were used so as to suggest as little emotional or

social pressure as possible, in the hope that the

resulting answers might be as free and uninhibited as

possible with a -questionnaire of this nature. Unbiased

responses were sought.

Description of Data Gathering Instrument

Since this study involved a relatively small

number, as studies go, it may not be as reliable

as a study where larger numbers are involved and may not

be entirely valid if the attempt is made to employ the

results in counseling students from a different

industrial climate. It was anticipated that by using

a battery of statements covering many background

areas, general trends would be established. Whether

such trends could be used successfully in the future

selection of individual students for electronics

programs may be basically a problem of the judgment

and techniques of the counselors.

For purposes of brief clarification, the back

ground factors involved in the questionnaire were

generalized in the following areas: hobbies, home

environment, work experience, preconceived ideas of the

course, type of reading interest, father image,

academic attitudes, and self concept. See Appendix
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for questionnaire. These areas were covered in a

series of 21 statements, Statements 1 to 9 were to

be answered by a choice of three possible answers—

"much, some or little." The remaining statements

allowing a number of selections, were based on choices

which had been selected in the pilot study. The

remaining two statements, involving the students

study desk and work bench, were simply "yes" or "no"

answers.

Thus, tabulation was provided for on all but two

statements on the basis of "much, some or little."
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CHAPTER IV

PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA

Introduction

The design of the study has been discussed in the

previous chapter by describing the techniques and

procedures used. The present chapter is devoted

primarily to the presentation of the findings that

were a result of the application of these techniques.

The presentation of the findings is in three

major steps which will be presented in chronological

order for reasons of clarity. The three steps are:

1. Topic construction and the tabulation of

test scores.

2. Computation of the coefficient of

correlation.

3. Conclusions concerning the coefficients

of correlations for the background

factors as related to grades assigned in

electronics courses.

Step One

The first step in presenting and analyzing the

data concerning statement number 1, ("I like to build

things.") was the construction of a table for the

tabulation of responses to this statement.
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The columns of this table were labeled from left

to right, as follows: The left or first column, letter

grade of student in electronics courses taken; the

second column, the number of "much" responses; the

third, number of "some" responses; the fourth, number

of "little" responses; and the fifth column, total of

row (see Table 1A).

The rows were labeled top to bottom, as follows:

Top row, "A" In the grade column; the next row, "B";

the next row, "C", the next row, "D"; next "F"; and

finally, the last row, Total of columns.

After the table was established in this manner,

the questionnaires of the "A" students (Row 1) were

sorted according to the three responses on the first

statement. The number of students responding "much"

(here 13) was recorded in Column 2, Row A. The

number responding "some" (here 3) was recorded in

Column 3» Row A. The number responding "little"

(here 0) was recorded in Column 4, Row A. The total

"A" students responding to this statement (here 16)

was entered on Column 5> Row A.
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Table 1A

1 2 3 4 5
Grade Much Some Little Total

A 13 3 0 16
B 28 7 1 36
C 35 20 3 58
D 4 0 0 4
F 8 8 1 17

Total 88 3d 5 131

The questionnaires of the "B" students were then

sorted in a similar manner according to responses on

this statement. The number of students responding

"much" (here 28) was recorded in "much" column, Row B.

The number responding "some" (here 7) was recorded

in "some" column, Row B. The number responding "little"

(here 1) was recorded in "little" column, Row B.

The total number "B" students responding to this

statement (here 36) was entered in Column 5» Row B.

The questionnaires of the "C" students were then

sorted in a similar manner according to responses on

this statement. The number of students responding

"much" (here 35) was recorded in "much" column, Row C.

The number of students responding "some" (here 20) was

recorded in "some" column Row C. The number of students

responding "little" (here 3) was recorded in "little"

column, Row C, and the total number "C" students
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responding to this statement (here 58) was entered in

Column 5, Row C.

The questionnaires of the "D" students were then

sorted in a similar manner according to responses on

this statement. The number of students responding

"much" (here 4) was recorded in "much" column, Row D.

The number of students responding "some" (here 0) was

recorded in "some" column, Row D. The number of students

responding "little" (here 0) was recorded in "little"

column, Row D. The total number of "D" students

responding to this statement (here 4) was entered in

Column 5, Row D.

The questionnaires of the "F" students were then

sorted in a similar manner according to responses on

this statement. The number of students responding

"much" (here 8) was recorded in "much" column, Row F.

The number of students responding "some" (here 8) was

recorded in "some" column, Row F. The number of students

responding "little" (here 1) was recorded in "little"

column, Row F. The total number of "F" students

responding to this statement (here 17) was entered

on Column 55 Row F.

The totals of each column were then added and

entered in the "Total" row under their respective

columns.
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Correlation of Grades Earned and the Statement "I Like

to Build Things" as a Background Factor.,

The second major step in the presentation and

analysis of data concerning the statement "I like to

build things" is the application of the formula for

the coefficient of correlation,,

In order to accurately compute the data, the "D"

and "F" groups were combined and scored as 15 per cent.

This was done because the totals of each were too small

in comparison to the total number of students involved

in the study.

Initial tabulation of data concerning responses

to the statement "I like to build things" was as

follows:

Table IB

DEGREES OF RESPONSES TO THE STATEMENT
"I LIKE TO BUILD THINGS"

GRADE MUCH SOME LITTLE

A 13 3 0
B 28 7 1
C 35 20 3
D 4 0 0
F 8 8 1

The "D" and "F" groups were then combined as in

Table II.
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DEGREES OF RESPONSES TO THE STATEMENT

"I LIKE TO BUILD THINGS"

22

GRADE MUCH SOME LITTLE TOTAL

A

B

C

D & F

13
28

35
12

3
7

20

8

0

i

3
1

16

36
53
21

Total ^8 38 5 131

Each value in the table was now replaced by a

percentage. For example, the 13 in the first row, first

column, was replaced by 13/16 x 100 per cent, the 28 in

the second row, first column, was replaced by 28/36 x

100 per cent, etc.

Table III

PERCENTAGES OF RESPONSES TO THE STATEMENT

"I LIKE TO BUILD THINGS"

GRADE MUCH SOME LITTLE TOTAL

A 81.3 18.7 0.0 100$
B 77.8 19.4 2.8 100$
C 60.4 34-5 5.1 100$

D & F 57.2 38.1 4*7 100$

Total 276.7
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The correlation between the class grade and the

"much" column was now calculated by the formula:

(° = N 'N )>N )

V-N -("N) V N " ( N)

(Y represents a number in the grade column and X

represents the opposite number in the "much" column.

N is the number of pairs of X and Y, which is 4 in this

case.)

Following through, the hand calculations were as

follows:
YX YX YX YX

£XY = 15(57.2) + 50(60.4) + 75(77.3) + 100(81.3) = 17,843

1XY = 17,843 = 4,461 (results are rounded off
N 4- correct to 3 or 4 figures)

£l . 276^7 = 69.2

q ^ 2^0 = 60
N 4

O^ = (57.2T + (60.4) + (77.8) + (81.3) = 19,533
^v2

4896
N

(^f)2 = (69.2)2 = 4788.6
CY2 = (15)2 + (50)2 + (75)2 + (100)2 = 18,350

2
HY M±2§0 = 4537.5

N 4

(H^)2 = (60)2 = 3600
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Therefore,

4,461 - (69.2)(60) 4461-4152

*° =/4396 -4788.6 / 4537.5 -3600 =/107.4 J937.5

P = 309 = 0 QS
T10.36)(31.42) °*95

This represents the correlation between class grade

and the percentage of people with that grade reporting

the "much" preference. The result obtained by the IBM

computer was 0.92. The difference was due to the

inaccuracy of hand calculations. For most purposes,

the second digit of the correlation coefficients has

little significance.

The correlation coefficients for the "some" and

"little" columns were calculated in exactly the same

way, with the X in the formula now representing the

values in the "some" and "little" columns.

The theory behind the formula for the correlation

coefficient can be found in Parzen, "Modern Probability

Theory and Its Applications," page 361, and in most

statistics books.

The coefficients of correlation for the background

factor "I like to build things" as related to grades was

as follows:

Much .92
Some 09
Little -.78
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Conclusions Concerning the Correlation of the Background

Factor "I Like to Build Things" as Related to Grades

Earned.

From the presentation and analysis of data concerning

the statement "I like to build things" as related to

student achievement in the electronics course, the

following conclusions may be drawn.

From Table IA, page 21, pertaining to the responses

to the statement "I like to build things," it is evident

that there were only 10 responses of "little" out of a

total of 131 responses. Therefore, this response is of

slight value and will not be considered further. The

same procedure, where appropriate, was used on all 21

statements. From Table II, page 22, it is evident that

the majority of students responded "much." The

coefficient of correlation for the "some" response

(-.09) indicated no relationship. The coefficient of

correlation of grades earned and the "much" response

(.92) shows a high degree of relationship. Therefore,

it is likely that the background factor of a strong

desire to build things has some bearing on the success

of students in the electronics course.
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Correlation of Grades Earned and the Statement "I Like

Working with Tools" as a Background Factor.

The tabulation of the responses "much", "some",

and "little" to the statement "I like working with

tools," was as follows:

Table IV

DEGREES OF RESPONSES TO THE STATEMENT

"I LIKE WORKING WITH TOOLS"

GRADE MUCH SOME LITTLE TOTAL

A 15 3
B 28 7
C 33 20
D 2 3
F 12 5

0 18
1 36
3 61
0 5
0 17

Total 95 33 4 137

The coefficients of correlation of the background

factor of liking to work with tools as related to grades

were computed from Table TV and the following coefficients

were established:

Much .SB
Some -.94
Little .20

From the Table IV, it is evident that 95 of the 137

students involved in the study indicated that they

liked working with tools "much." The coefficient of

correlation for the response "some," indicated no

relationship. However, the coefficient for the "much"
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response (.88) indicates a high relationship. Therefore,

it would seem likely that the background factor

indicating a strong desire to work with tools has some

bearing on the success of students in electronics.

Correlation of Grades Earned and the Statement "I Enjoy

Reading" as a Background Factor,

The tabulation of the responses "much", "some", and

"little" to the statement "I enjoy reading" was as

follows:

Table V

DEGREES OF RESPONSES TO THE STATEMENT

"I ENJOY READING"

GRADE

A

B

C

D

F

Total

MUCH SOME

8 7
13 20

14 30
0 4
3 5

38 66

LITTLE

4
5

16
1

9

35

TOTAL

19
38
60

5
17

139

The coefficients of correlation of the background

factor of enjoying reading as related to grades were

computed from Table V and the following coefficients were

established:

Much .99
Some -.08

Little ~.S5
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From Table V, concerning the data pertaining to

the statement "I enjoy reading", it is apparent that

almost half of the students involved in this study

express their desire to read "some." However, the

coefficient from the "some" response (-.08) indicates

no relationship. The coefficient of correlation for

the "much" response in relation to grades (.99)

indicates high relationship and the coefficient for

the response of "little" {-.B^) indicates high.

negative relationship. These two coefficients seem to

reinforce each other. Therefore, it is very likely

that the background factor indicating a strong enjoyment

of reading has some bearing on success in the

electronics course, and, conversely, that the back

ground factor of not enjoying reading has some

relationship to failure in the course.

Correlation of Grades Earned and the Statement "I Like

to Tinker" as a Background Factor.

The tabulation of the data involving the statement

"I like to tinker" was as follows:



GRADE

A

B

C

D

F

Total

Table VI

DEGREES OF RESPONSES TO THE STATEMENT

"I LIKE TO TINKER"

MUCH SOME

16 3
23 11

39 17
3 2
8 9

89 42

LITTLE

0

1

4
0

0

29

TOTAL

19
35
60

5
17

131

The coefficients of correlation for the background

factor of liking to tinker as related to grades were

calculated from Table VI and the following coefficients

were established:

Much .98
Some -.93
Little -.06

From the Table VI, "I like to tinker," it is

obvious that the majority of students involved in the

study responded "much." The coefficient for the

"much" response (.98) indicates high relationship to

success in the electronics course. Interestingly, the

coefficient of correlation for the "some" response

(-.93) indicates a high negative relationship. Therefore,

it would seem that the background factor indicating a

strong desire to tinker is related to the achievement of

students in electronics. This is even more evident
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since 78 of the 89 students indicating a likeness for

tinkering fell in the C, B and A achievement levels in

the electronics course.

Correlation of Grades Earned and the Statement "I Like

Sports" as a Background Factor.

The tabulation of the data involving the statement

"I like sports", is presented in Table VII.

GRADE

A

B

C

D

F

Total

Table VII

DEGREES OF RESPONSES TO THE STATEMENT
"I LIKE SPORTS"

MUCH SOME

5 12
20 13
37 15

3 3
6 9

71 52

LITTLE

2

3
8
0

2

15

TOTAL

19
36
60
6

17

138

The coefficients of correlation for the background

factor of liking sports as related to grades, were

calculated from Table VII, and the following coefficients

were established:

Much -.02

Some -.32
Little -.06

From the Table VII, it is evident that about half

of the students responded "much." However, the

coefficient of correlation for the "much" response
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(-.02) indicates no relationship. The coefficient for

the response "some" (-.32) indicates little relationship.

Therefore, it is likely that this background factor

has little influence on success in the electronics

course.

Correlation of Grades Earned in Electronics and the

Statement "I Like t_o Take Things Apart" as a Background

Factor.

The tabulation of the data involving the statement

"I like to take things apart" was as follows:

GRADE

A

B

C

D

F

Total

Table VIII

DEGREES OF RESPONSES TO THE STATEMENT
"I LIKE TO TAKE THINGS APART"

MUCH SOME

17 1

30 4
36 23

4 0

13 3

100 31

LITTLE

0

1

2

1

1

TOTAL

18

35
61

5
17

136

The coefficients of correlation for the background

factor of liking to take things apart as related to grades

were computed from Table VIII and the following

coefficients were established:

Much .57
Some -.38
Little -.96
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From Table VIII, it is evident that a majority (100)

of students involved in the study responded "much" to

the statement. The coefficient for the "much" response

(.57).does indicate some relationship, although not to

a very large degree. The coefficient of correlation

for the "some" response (-,38) indicates little

relationship. Therefore, it would seem that the

background factor indicating a strong desire to take

things apart has a slight bearing on the success of

students in electronics,

Correlations of Grades Earned in Electronics and the

Statement "I Like Writing Letters" as a Background

Factor.

The tabulation of the data involving the statement

"I like writing letters" was as follows.

Table IX

DEGREES OF RESPONSES TO THE STATEMENT
"I LIKE WRITING LETTERS"

GRADE MUCH S0ME~ ~LITTLE TOTAL

A 1 7 11 19
B 1 11 23 35
C 2 28 30 60
D 0 1 4 5
F 1 5 9 15

Total 5 52 77 134
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The coefficients of correlation of the background

factor of liking to write letters as related to grades

were computed from Table IX and were established as

follows:

Much -.01
Some .16
Little -.16

From the Table IX, it Is apparent that the

majority of students involved in the study do not like

writing letters. This would seem to indicate that

writing letters is not an activity that appeals to boys

of this age. The coefficients of correlation for all

three responses indicate little relationship. Therefore,

it is not likely that the background factor of liking

to write letters has any bearing on the students

achievement in electronics.

Correlations of Grades Earned in Electronics and the

Statement "I Like Math Class" as a Background Factor.

The tabulation of the data involving the

statement "I like math class" was as follows:
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Table X

DEGREES OF RESPONSES TO THE STATEMENT
"I LIKE MATH CLASS"

GRADE MUCH " SOME LITTLE- TOTAL

A 11 8 0 19
B 15 16 5 36
C 11 31 18 60
D 2 3 0 5
F 4 7 4 15

Total 43 65 27 13 5

The coefficients of correlation for the background

factor of liking math class as related to grades were

worked from Table X and established as follows:

Much .77
Some -.77
Little -.72

From Table X, concerning data involved in the

statement "I like math class", it is evident that about

half (65) of the total group responding (135) indicated

they liked math class "some." The coefficient for the

"much" response (.77) indicates a relationship.

Interestingly, the coefficients for "some" (-.77)

and "little" (-.72) indicate strong negative

relationships. Therefore, it seems likely that the

background factor indicating a strong liking for math

class has bearing on success of students in this course.
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Correlations of Grades Earned in Electronics and the

Statement "I Like Detailed Pictures" as a Background

Factor.

The tabulation of the data involving the statement

"I like detailed pictures" was as follows:

Table XI

DEGREES OF RESPONSES TO THE STATEMENT
"I LIKE DETAILED PICTURES

GRADE MUCH SOME

A 8 9
B 29 11

C 26 27
D 3 2

F 6 10

Total 72 59

LITTLE TOTAL

2 19
1 41
5 58
0 5
2 18

10 141

The coefficients of correlation for the background

factor of liking detailed pictures as related to grades

were established as follows:

Much .34
Some -.44
Little .05

The coefficient of correlation for all responses

are low, indicating little or no relationship between

this background factor and success in the electronics

course. Therefore, it is not likely that the background

factor of liking detailed picutres has any positive
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influence on achievement of the students in electronics.

This may be due to a lack of clarity in the response

item involved.

Correlations of Grades Earned in Electronics and the

Statement "My Hobbies Involve ..." as a Background

Factor.

The background factor involving the number of

students hobbies was indicated on the questionnaire

with 12 possible choices which had been adapted from

the pilot study.

The tabulation of data involving the statement

concerning the number of hobbies of students was as

follows:

Table XII

NUMBER OF HOBBIES INDICATED TO THE STATEMENT
"MY HOBBIES INVOLVE .. ."

GRADE 12-8 HOBBIES 7-4 HOBBIES 3-0 HOBBIES TOTAL

12

13
26
2

6

Total 12 59 51 132

A 1

B 5
C 4
D 2

F 0

7 20

17 35
30 60

2 6

5 11

The coefficient of correlation for the background

factor of number of hobbies of students as related to
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grades were computed from Table XII as follows:

12 to 8 Hobbies -.40
7 to 4 Hobbies „39
3 to 0 Hobbies -.29

The coefficients of correlation are low, which

indicates little relationship. Thus, it is very

doubtful that the background factor of actual number

of students hobbies has any bearing on student

achievement in electronics.

Correlations of Grades Earned in Electronics and the

Statement "I (Do...Do Not) Have a Work Bench at Home"

as a Background Factor.

The tabulation of the data involving the statement

"I (do...do not) have a work bench at home" was as

follows:

Table XIII

RESPONSES INDICATED TO THE STATEMENT
"I (DO...DO NOT) HAVE A WORK BENCH AT HOME"

GRADE DO DO, NOT TOTAL

19
36
59
5

16

Total 76 59 135

A 14 5
B 20 16
C 32 27
D 4 1

F 6 10
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The coefficients of correlation for the background

factors of having or not having a work bench at home as

related to grades were computed from Table XIII and

established as follows:

Do .91
Do Not -.88

From Table XIII, pertaining to the responses to

the statement "I (do...do not) have a work bench at

home", it is evident that more than half of the

students do have a work bench at home. The coefficients

of correlation substantiate these trends and reinforce

each other. The coefficient for the response of having

a work bench (.91) indicates a high relationship and

the coefficient for the response of not having a work

bench (-.88) indicates a strong negative relationship.

Thus, it would seem that the background factor of

having a work bench at home has some bearing on the

success of students in the electronics course. No

attempt was made to determine the type of work bench

possessed by the students.

Correlation of Grades Earned in Electronics and the

Statement "I Have Helped Overhaul ......." as a

Background Factor.

The background factor involving the number of

items a. student has helped overhaul was indicated on

the questionnaire with six possible choices which were
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adapted from the responses on the pilot study. These

were broken down to three groups, 6-4 Items, 3-2 Items,

and 1-0 Items.

The tabulation of the data involving the statement

"I have helped overhaul ...,„." was as follows:

Table XIV

RESPONSES TO THE STATEMENT
"I HAVE HELPED OVERHAUL ......."

GRADE 6--4 ITEMS 3-2 ITEMS 1--0 ITEMS TOTAL

A 6 8 3 17
B 13 15 9 37
C 14 29 16 59
D 1 3 1 5
F 5 8 4 17

Total 39 63 33 135

The coefficients of correlation for the background

factor as indicated by the number of items a student

has helped overhaul in relation to grade were computed

from Table XIV and the following coefficients were

established:

6-4 Items .74
3-2 Items -.49
1-0 Items -.66

From Table XIVs concerning data involving the

responses to the statement "I have helped overhaul .....",

it is evident that almost half of the students involved

in the study responded three to two items. The
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coefficient of correlation for the response of having

helped overhaul six to four items (.74) indicates some

positive relationship. The coefficient for the

response of having helped overhaul three to two items

(-.49) indicates a little relationship. The coefficient

for the response of having helped overhaul one to none

items (-.66) indicates a negative relationship.

Therefore, it would seem that the background factor

of having helped overhaiil many things has some bearing

on the success of students in electronics, although

not to a high degree.

Correlation of Grades Earned in Electronics and the

Statement "I Think This Course is About ........." as

a Background Factor.

The background factors involving preconceived ideas

of the course content was indicated on the questionnaire

with nine possible choices including the following

items:

electric motors appliances
repairing old radios don't know
re-wiring a car resistance
telephones math problems
television just keeping busy
magnetism whatever we want to do

These choices were arranged in combinations for purposes

of presentation as indicated in Table XV.
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Table XV

NUMBER OF CORRECT RESPONSES TO THE STATEMENT

"I THINK THIS COURSE IS ABOUT « » » * <s s »

GRADE 9--6 ITEMS 5-3 ITEMS 2-0 ITEMS TOTAL

A 4 8 7 19
B 6 14 16 36
0 2 24 31 57
D 0 1 4 5
F 2 6 8 16

Total 14 53 66 133

The coefficients of correlation for the background

factor as indicated by the number of correct responses

to the statement "I think this course is about ."

in relation to grade were computed from Table XV and

the following coefficients were established:

The combination of 9 to 6 items
The combination of 5 to 3 items
The combination of 2 to 0 items

.74

.7^
-.92

From Table XV it is apparent that half of the

students involved in the study had little prior

knowledge of the course. The coefficient for the

response of five to three items (.78) indicates some

relationship. The response of two to zero items (-.92)

indicates a strong negative relationship. Therefore,

it would seem that a background factor showing some

knowledge of the course has a slight bearing on the

success of students in the course, while the background
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factor indicating little knowledge of the course has

strong bearing on the failure of students in the course

of electronics.

Correlation of Grades Earned, in Electronics and the

Statement "The Magazines I Like Best Are. " as a

Background Factor.

The magazines listed in the responses to the

statement "The magazines I like best are " were

classified according to levels of reading difficulty.

Those in the category of news, contemplative, and

general were considered the most difficult. The

category of hobby, sports and mechanical was considered

less difficult. The category of comic or none was

considered the least difficult. No names of magazines

were provided for the students. Rather the students were

asked to list their favorites.

The tabulation of the data involving the statement

"The magazines I like best are ." was as follows:

Table XVI

RESPONSES TO THE STATEMENT

"THE MAGAZINES I LIKE BEST ARE ......."

NEWS, GENERAL & HOBBY, SPORTS COMIC OR
GRADE CONTEMPLATIVE & MECHANICAL NONE TOTAL

A 5 : 36
B 31 ] 52
C 36 72
D 6 6

_F 9 23
Total 87 189 42 "318"

3 44
10 93
21 129

1 13
7 39
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The coefficient of correlation for the background

factor as indicated by the responses to the statement

"The magazines I like best are " in relation to

grade were computed from Table XVI and the following

coefficients were established:

News, general and contemplative -.47
Hobby, sports and mechanical .72
Comic or none .69

From Table XVI, page 42, pertaining to the

statement on types of magazines read, it appears that

the majority of magazines read are of a hobby,

mechanical, and sports nature. The coefficient of

correlation for grades in relation to the category

of magazines of a contemplative, news,, and general nature

(-.47) is too low to show any valuable relationship. The

coefficient of the category of magazines of a hobby,

mechanics, and sports nature (.72) indicates some

relationship. Therefore, it would seem that the

background factor of students reading these types of

magazines has some bearing on achievement in the

electronics course. It is evident that the more

successful students read current magazines.

Correlation of Grades Earned in Electronics and the

Statement "My Father's Hobbies are ...." as_ a Background

Factor.

The responses to the statement "My father's hobbies

are ...." were tabulated two ways. The first method of
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tabulation of the responses was according to the number

of fathers' hobbies, and the second method was according

to kinds of fathers' hobbies.

The first tabulation of the data according to

numbers of fathers' hobbies was as follows:

Table XVII

RESPONSES TO THE STATEMENT "MY FATHER'S

HOBBIES ARE " ACCORDING TO NUMBER OF HOBBIES

GRADE 4-3 HOBBIES 2^T HOBBIES 0 HOBBIES TOTAL

A 2

B 8

C 1

D 0
F 0

12 6 20

23 6 37
37 19 52

3 2 5
10 7 17

Total 11 85 40 121

The coefficient of correlation for the background

factor of number of fathers' hobbies in relation to

grades were established as follows:

4 to 3 hobbies .66
2 to 1 hobbies .10

0 hobbies -.65

From Table XVII, it is evident that the number of

students responding that their fathers had four to three

hobbies (11) is too small in proportion to the total

number of responses (121). From Table XVII it is

apparent that a large majority of student's fathers

have one to two hobbies. The coefficient of
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correlation for the response of two to one hobbies (.10)

shows no relationship. The coefficient of correlation

for the response of no hobbies (-.65) shows a negative

relationship, although not of a high degree. Therefore,

it is evident that the student's fathers having

hobbies are the parents of the more successful students.

The second method of tabulation of the data

involving the statement "My father's hobbies are ...."

was according to classification of kinds of fathers'

hobbies. For this, the hobbies were grouped as

follows: mechanical, gardening, pets, and sports;

artistic, chess, and reading; and collecting, social,

and none.

Table XVIII

RESPONSES TO THE STATEMENT "MY FATHER'S HOBBIES
ARE " ACCORDING TO KINDS OF HOBBIES

GARDENING, ARTISTIC, COLLECTING,
PETS & CHESS & ' SOCIAL, &

GRADE MECHANICAL SPORTS READING NONE TOTAL

A 6 5 1 8 20
B 16 16 3 8 43
C 13 23 3 18 61
D 2 1 0 2 3
F 1 6 2 8 17

Total 33 51 44 144

The coefficient of correlation for the background

factor of kinds of father's hobbies in relation to grades
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were established as follows:

Mechanical .33
Gardening, Pets and-Sports -.36
Artistic, Chess, and Reading -.71
Social, Collecting and None -.42

The coefficients for hobbies involving gardening,

pets, and sports (-.36) and social, collecting or none

(-.42) are too low to indicate a relationship. The

coefficient for the response of mechanical types of

hobbies (.83) indicates a high relationship of this

background factor to success in the course.

Correlation of Grades Earned in Electronics and the

Statement "My Father's Occupation is " as a

Background Factor.

The tabulation of the data involving the statement

"My father's occupation is ...." was as follows:

Tablej XIX

RESPONSES TO THE STATEMENT "MY FATHER'S

OCCUPATION IS ti

PROFESSIONAL, SKILLED,
GRADE WHITE COLLAR

6

SEMI -SKILLED LABOR TOTAL

A 13 0 19

B 15 16 3 34
C 14 34 9 57
D 1 1 1 3
F 2 3 8 18

Total 33 72 21 131
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The coefficients of correlation for the background

factor of occupation of father in relation to grades

were established as follows:

Professional, White collar .75
Skilled, Semi-skilled .74
Labor -.97

From Table XIX it is apparent that the majority

of students involved in this study had fathers with

occupations of skilled or semi-skilled natures. The

coefficients of the responses of professional (.75)

and skilled or semi-skilled (.74) indicate some

relationship, but, as these coefficients are so similar,

it is doubtful that either background factor has more

bearing than the other on the students achievement in

electronics.

Correlation of Grades Earned in Electronics and the

Statement "If I Could Choose Any Occupation I Wish,

I Would Like to be " as a Background Factor.

The tabulation of the data involving the statement

"If I could choose any occupation I wish, I would like

to be " was as follows:
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Table XX

RESPONSES TO THE STATEMENT "IF I COULD CHOOSE

ANY OCCUPATION I WISH, I WOULD LIKE TO BE ... "

PROFESSIONAL, SKILLED,
GRADE WHITE COLLAR SEMI-SKILLED LABOR TOTAL

A 8
B 12

C 22

D 0

F 1

9 2 19
17 4 33
36 6 64

4 1 5
10 5 16

Total 43 76 18 137

The coefficient of correlation for the background

factor of students choice of occupation as related to

grades were established as follows:

Professional, White Collar .91
Skilled, Semi-skilled .93
Labor -.77

The coefficients for the response of professional

or white collar (.91) and skilled, or semi-skilled

(.93) are almost equally high, indicating strong

relationship. Therefore, it is doubtful that either

of these background factors has any more bearing than

the other on the success of students in the course.

Correlation of Grades Earned in Electronics and the

Statement "I Like to be " as a Background Factor.

The tabulation of the data involving the statement

"I like to be .....„" was as follows:
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Table XXI

RESPONSES TO THE STATEMENT

"I LIKE TO BE . Tt

GRADE INSIDE OUTSIDE DON fT CARE TOTAL

A 4 10 5 19
B 3 20 11 34
C 9 25 17 51
D 0 3 2 5
F 3 7 6 16

Total 19 65 41 125

The coefficient of correlation for the background

factor of liking to be "indoors or don't care" as related

to grades were established as follows:

Inside .25
Outside .49
Don't Care -.91

The response "outside" has a coefficient of .49,

which is too low to indicate a strong relationship.

The coefficient of correlation for the response "don't

care" (-.91) shows a high negative relationship.

Therefore, it would seem that the background factor of

indifference to being indoors or outdoors would have a

strong bearing on the student's lack of success in

electronics.
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Correlation of Grades Earned in Electronics and the

Statement "I Think I am " as a Background Factor.

The tabulation of the data involving the statement

cts as xuj-xuwa:

Table XXII

RESPONSES TO THE STATEMENT
"I THINK I n

GRADE ENERGETIC AVERAGE LAZY TOTAL

A 10 9 0 19
B 10 17 3 30
C 22 35 4 61
D 2 2 I 5
F 3 12 2 17

Total 47 75 10 132

The coefficient of correlation for the background

factor involved in the response to the statement "I

think I am " as related to grades were established

as follows:

Energetic
Average
Lazy

.90
-.90

-.84

The coefficient for the response "energetic" (.90)

indicates a high positive relationship and the

coefficient for the response "average" indicates a high

negative relationship. Therefore, it would seem that the

background factor of considering oneself energetic has
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some bearing on the students achievement in the

electronics course.

Correlation of Grades Earned in Electronics and the

Statement "Others Think I Am " as a Background

Factor.

The tabulation of the data involving the statement

"Others think I am " was as follows:

Table XXIII

RESPONSE TO THE STATEMENT

GRADE ENERGETIC AVERAGE LAZY TOTAL

A 8 7 4 19
B 12 19 4 35
C 18 28 15 61
D 1 3 1 5
F 4 9 4 17

Total 43 66 28 137

The coefficient of correlation for the background

factor involved in the response to the statement "Others

think I am " as related to grades were

established as follows:

Energetic .98
Average -.68
Lazy -.39

From Table XXIII, it is evident that the majority

of students responded that they thought others considered

them average. The response of "energetic" has a very
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high relationship with success in the course. The

response "lazy" has a negative relationship, although

not of a high degree. Therefore, it is likely that

the background factor of thinking that others believe

one is energetic has some bearing on the students

success in the electronics course.

Correlation of Grades Earned in Electronics and the

Statement "I (Do...Do. Not) Have a Study Desk at Home"

as a Background Factor.

The tabulation of the data involving the statement

"I (do...do not) have a study desk at home" was as

follows:

Table XXIV

RESPONSES TO THE STATEMENT
"I (DO...DO NOT) HAVE A STUDY DESK AT HOME"

GRADE DO HAVE DO NOT HAVE TOTAL

A 13 4 17
B 17 8 25
C 37 21 5^
D 4 1 5
F 9 8 17

Total 80 42 122

The coefficient of correlation for the background

factor of having or not having a study desk at home

were established as follows:
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Do Have .99
Do Not Have -.98

From Table XXIV, it is evident that almost twice

as many of the students involved in the study do have

study desks as those who do not. The coefficients for

the responses to this statement are surprising, as

they are so high and completely reinforce each other.

It seems that the background factor of having a study

desk at home has a great deal of relationship with

success in the electronics course and, conversely, that

not having a study desk at home has an almost equal

relationship with lack of success in the electronics

course.

The coefficient of correlation of grades in this

electronics course and all-school grade point is .54*

This indicates a trend but not to a large extent.

Therefore, it would seem that there is some relationship

between all-school grades of the students of electronics

and their electronics grades, but not to any appreciable

extent.

Summary

In conclusion, it would seem that the high

achieving student in the electronics course may be

characterized as having the following background factors.
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1. He likes to build things.
2. He likes working with tools.
3. He enjoys reading.
4. He likes to tinker.
5. He likes to take things apart.
6. He likes math classes.
7. He has a work bench at home.
8. He likes magazines of a mechanical nature.
9. His father has mechanical hobbies.
10. He is energetic.
11. He has a study desk at home.

It should be kept in mind that this profile of

background factors applies to the students enrolled in

the electronics course involved in this study and may

not apply to other electronic courses. Due to the many

variables, it is difficult to conclude that a certain

background factor in a particular situation will

influence a grade to any appreciable extent.
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CHAPTER V

SUMMARY

Restatement of the Problem

Due to the current growth of the electronics

industry, high schools are beginning to include courses

of instruction in electronics in the high school

curriculum. It is anticipated that this study may be

useful as a basis for counseling students and selecting

those who would benefit from such a course but who

have not considered enrolling.

Specific questions to be answered by this study

are:

1. Are there background factors which have

influenced the success or failure of students enrolled

in the electronics course at Ganesha High School,

Pomona, California?

2. Is there any relationship between final grades

in this electronics course and the all-school grade

point of the students involved in this study?

Brief Description of Procedures Used

A pilot study questionnaire was administered to

a group of 43 electronics students. After evaluation,

the responses were discarded and the questionnaire was

revised into the final form. This was administered to
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the students enrolled in electronics courses for three

years. The data from the 139 questionnaires thus

obtained were computed for the coefficient of correlation

for the background factors in relation to grades in the

course.

Principal Findings

The coefficient of correlation for the background

factor of having a strong desire to build things as

related to grades (.92) would seem to indicate that

this background factor has some bearing on the success

of students in the course.

The coefficient of correlation for the background

factor indicating a strong desire to work with tools

as related to grades (.88) would seem to indicate that

this background factor has some bearing on achievement

of students in electronics.

The coefficient of correlation for the background

factor of enjoying reading as related to grades (.99)

would seem to indicate that this background factor has

bearing on success in the course, and conversely, the

coefficient of correlation for the background factor

of not enjoying reading (-.88) would seem to indicate

that this background factor has some relationship with

failure in the course.
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The coefficient of correlation for the background

factor of liking to tinker as related to grades (.98)

would seem to indicate that this background factor has

bearing on achievement in the course.

The coefficient of correlation for the background

factor of liking math class as related to grades (.77)

would seem to indicate that this background factor has

some bearing on success in the course.

The coefficient of correlation for the background

factor of having a work bench at home as related to

grades (.91) would seem to indicate a high relationship.

The coefficientiof correlation of the background

factor of having helped overhaul many items as

related to grades (.74) would seem to indicate some

relationship.

The coefficient of correlation for the background

factor of having little previous knowledge of the course

as related to grades (-.92) would seem to indicate that

this background factor has bearing on the failure of

students in electronics.

The coefficient of correlation for the background

factor of liking magazines of a hobby, mechanic, and

sports nature as related to grades (.72) would seem to

indicate some relationship.
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The coefficient of correlation for the background

factor of having a father who has no hobbies as related

to grades (-.65) would seem to indicate a lack of

fathers' hobbies is related to poor grades.

The coefficient of correlation for the background

factor of having a father who has hobbies of a mechanical

nature as related to grades (.83) would seem to indicate

a positive relationship to success in electronics

courses.

The coefficient of correlation for the background

factor of thinking oneself energetic as related to

grades (.90) would seem to indicate high relationship,

as would the background factor of believing others

think one is energetic (.98).

The coefficient of correlation for the background

factor of having a study desk at home as related to

grades (.99) would seem to indicate that this back

ground factor has bearing on success in the course.

The coefficient of correlation between course

grade and over-all GPA is .54.

Conclusions

In conclusion it appears that there are background

factors which have influenced the success or failure of

students enrolled in the electronics course involved in

the study. Furthermore, it would seem that there is a
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positive, although not strong, relationship between

final grades in the course and the all-school grade

point of the students.

It should be kept in mind that these findings

apply to students enrolled in the course involved in

this study and may not apply to other electronic

courses, students or schools.

An interesting side problem disclosed by this

study was that the response of most students indicated

a dislike for reading and writing.

Further research involving similar studies of

other electronics programs and a comparison of the

findings with this study would be very interesting.
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BACKGROUND QUESTIONNAIRE

I like to build things MUCH... .SOME... .LITTLE
I like working with tools MUCH....SOME....LITTLE
I enjoy reading.. MUCH....SOME LITTLE
I like to tinker... MUCH SOME... .LITTLE

I like sports.... MUCH SOME. ,. .LITTLE
I like to take things apart....MUCH SOME....LITTLE
I like writing letters MUCH SOME LITTLE
I like detailed pictures. MUCH SOME... .LITTLE
I like math class ...MUCH SOME LITTLE

My hobbies involve--

SPORTS BOATS SHOWS STAMPS CARS RADIO IPETS. PUZZLES
HUNTING DANCING. . DATING GIRLS WRITING ARTICLES

I (DO....DO NOT) have a work bench at home.

I have helped overhaul a--

CLOCK WASHING MACHINE ELECTRIC MOTOR

CAR RADIO BICYCLE

I think this course is about--

ELECTRIC MOTORS TELEVISION RESISTANCE
REPAIRING OLD RADIOS MAGNETISM MATH PROBLEMS
RE-WIRING A CAR APPLIANCES JUST KEEPING BUSY
TELEPHONES DON'T KNOW WHATEVER WE WANT

TO DO

The magazines I like best are--

1. 2. 3.

My father's hobbies are —

1. 2. 3-

My father's occupation is

If I could choose any occupation I wish, I would
like to be

I like to be-- INDOORS OUTDOORS DON'T CARE



19. I think I am-- ENERGETIC....AVERAGE....LAZY

20. Others think I am ENERGETIC....AVERAGE....LAZY

21. I (DO...DO NOT) have a study desk at home.
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BASIC ELECTRONICS

TABLE OF COURSE CONTENT

Each section consists of a four week period
consisting of information, demonstration,
and experiments covering the following:

I. INTRODUCTION TO ELECTRONICS

II. POWER SUPPLIES

III. AUDIO AMPLIFIERS

IV. VIDIO AMPLIFIERS

V. RF AMPLIFIERS

VI. OSCILLATORS

VII. TRANSMITTERS
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POWER SUPPLIES

TOPIC OUTLINE OF SECTION II

Topic No. Topic

1 What a Power Supply Is

2 Half-Wave Rectifiers-Dry Metal Type

3 Half-Wave Rectifiers-Vacuum Tube Type

4. Half-Wave Rectifiers-Transformer Type

5 The Full-Wave Rectifier Circuit

6 Filter Circuits

7 Trouble Shooting Power Supplies

& Voltage Regulator Circuits

9 Other Types of Power Supply Circuits

10 Characteristics of Diode Vacuum Tubes

11 Power Supplies Review

65



AUDIO AMPLIFIERS

TOPIC OUTLINE OF SECTION III

Topic No. Topic

1 Introduction to Amplifiers

2 The Triode

3 The Triode Amplifier

4 The Tetrode and the Pentode

5 The Single-Stage Amplifier

6 The Two Stage R C-Coupled Amplifier

7 The Transformer-Coupled Amplifier

£ The Audio Power Amplifier

9 The Output Transformer

10 The Push-Pull Amplifier

11 Microphones, Earphones and Speakers

12 Trouble Shooting Audio Amplifiers

13 Audio Amplifiers Review

66



VIDIO AMPLIFIERS

TOPIC OUTLINE OF SECTION IV

Topic No. Topic

1 Vidio Amplifiers

2 Distortion of Square Waves

3 Frequency Compensation

4 Degeneration

RF AMPLIFIERS

TOPIC OUTLINE OF SECTION V

Topic No. Topic

1 Introduction to the RF Amplifier

2 Tuned Circuits

3 A Single-Stage RF Amplifier

4 The Two-Stage RF Amplifier

67
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OSCILLATORS

TOPIC OUTLINE FOR SECTION VI

Topic No. Topic

1 Introduction to Oscillators

2 The LM Frequency Meter

3 The Armstrong, Hartley and Colpitts Oscillators

4 The Tuned Plate, Tuned-Grid and Crystal
Oscillator

5 The Electron-Coupled Oscillator

6 Miscellaneous Oscillators

7 Oscillators - Review

TRANSMITTERS

TOPIC OUTLINE FOR SECTION VII

Topic No. Topic

1 What a Transmitter is

2 Class C Amplifiers

3 A Three Stage Transmitter

4 Frequency Multipliers

5 Transmission Lines

6 Antennas

7 RW Transmission

8 Amplitude Modulation

9 Transmitter Troubleshooting

10 Transmitters - Review




